A simple modification increases specificity and efficiency of asymmetric PCR.
Although various methods have been developed to suffice the oligonucleotide demand of molecular biology laboratories, in vitro production of high-purity ssDNAs remains to be a challenging task. We hypothesized that complementing the asymmetric PCR with 3' phosphate blocked limiting primer decreases the mispriming thus reduces polymerisation of DNA by-products. The presented results attest our assumption that the primer blocked asymmetric PCR (PBA-PCR) selectively produces ssDNA of interest and is even suitable for effective amplification of DNA libraries of large sequence space. The high-throughput sequence analysis demonstrated that PBA-PCR also alleviates the PCR bias obstacle since it does not distort the sequence space. The practicability of the novel method was verified by monitoring the process of SELEX and screening of aptamer candidates using PBA-PCR produced ssDNAs in Amplified Luminescent Proximity Homogeneous Assay. In summary, we have developed a generally applicable method for straightforward, cost-effective production of ssDNA with on demand labelling.